SUMMARY
Gene expression can be regulated at the level of initiation of protein biosynthesis via structural elements present at the 5 0 untranslated region of mRNAs. These folded mRNA segments may bind to the ribosome, thus blocking translation until the mRNA unfolds. Here, we report a series of cryo-electron microscopy snapshots of ribosomal complexes directly visualizing either the mRNA structure blocked by repressor protein S15 or the unfolded, active mRNA. In the stalled state, the folded mRNA prevents the start codon from reaching the peptidyl-tRNA (P) site inside the ribosome. Upon repressor release, the mRNA unfolds and moves into the mRNA channel allowing translation initiation. A comparative structure and sequence analysis suggests the existence of a universal stand-by site on the ribosome (the 30S platform) dedicated for binding regulatory 5 0 mRNA elements. Different types of mRNA structures may be accommodated during translation preinitiation and regulate gene expression by transiently stalling the ribosome.
INTRODUCTION
Structures presented in the translation initiation region of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic mRNAs play a direct role in regulating gene expression. They may grant two possible regulatory effects, repression or activation. The modulation of the stability of folded 5 0 mRNA segments allows temporal translational regulation in response to growth condition changes or to specific needs when fast adaptation is required. Translation initiation regions of bacterial mRNAs that undergo conformational changes leading to either repression or activation are typical of riboswitches (Tucker and Breaker, 2005) . These conformational changes can be induced by environmental cues (temperature; Johansson et al., 2002) , by trans-acting ligands such as small metabolites (Tucker and Breaker, 2005) , noncoding RNAs (Gottesman, 2005) and regulatory proteins (Schlax and Worhunsky, 2003; Romby and Springer, 2003) . Many of these 5 0 regulatory elements act mainly as translational repressors (Schlax and Worhunsky, 2003; de Smit and van Duin, 2003; Gebauer and Hentze, 2004) by inhibiting the formation of an active initiation complex. In some cases, alleviation of such inhibition requires melting of the folded structure (Schlax and Worhunsky, 2003) and assembly of a stable translation initiation complex (reviewed in Gualerzi and Pon, 1990) .
Repression of translation may occur through either competition or entrapment. These two alternative mechanisms are used, for instance, by prokaryotic ribosomal proteins for adjustment of their synthesis to the level of ribosomal RNA (Nomura et al., 1984; Zengel and Lindahl, 1994) . The competition mechanism has been addressed by biochemical and structural studies of several proteins (Springer and Portier, 2003; Merianos et al., 2004; Jenner et al., 2005; Scott and Williamson, 2005) and metabolites interacting with mRNAs Batey et al., 2004; Thore et al., 2006; Serganov et al., 2006; Fuchs et al., 2006) . The mechanism involves competitive binding of a repressor or a ribosome to overlapping/ adjacent mRNA binding sites leading to the formation of mutually exclusive repressor-mRNA or ribosome-mRNA complexes (Romby and Springer, 2003) . In contrast, the entrapment mechanism is less well described at the structure-function level. It was proposed that formation of a mRNA-repressor-complex may cause ribosome stalling at the preinitiation stage (Schlax and Worhunsky, 2003; Ehresmann et al., 2004) . A model system for the entrapment mechanism is the autoregulation of the E. coli ribosomal protein S15 (Philippe et al., 1993) . S15 protein plays a pivotal role in the assembly of the central domain of the small ribosomal subunit (Agalarov et al., 2000) . When S15 protein is synthesized in excess over rRNA, the protein can repress translation of its own mRNA via binding and stabilization of a pseudoknot-containing motif in the 5 0 UTR of mRNA . In the absence of S15, the mRNA may adopt either the pseudoknot or an alternative double hairpin conformation in which the SD sequence is buried, but the mRNA can bind the ribosome only in the pseudoknot conformation (Philippe et al., 1993) . The rpsO mRNA contains a further 5 0 -hairpin loop (domain 1, upstream of the pseudoknot) that is not essential for regulation.
Although ribosome stalling appears to be a general mechanism of gene expression regulation (e.g., Spedding et al., 1993; Anderson and Kedersha, 2006; de Smit and van Duin, 2003) , the molecular details governing the stalling have remained elusive. Indeed, the protein repressorregulatory mRNA complexes docked on the ribosome have never been directly visualized. Such blocked complexes would correspond to a stand-by preinitiation state that precedes mRNA adaptation, and in the absence of structural information, the complexes have only been hypothesized based on biochemical and kinetics data (de Smit and van Duin, 2003; Studer and Joseph, 2006; Darfeuille et al., 2007) . Biochemical evidences showed that the folded state of the mRNA is stabilized in the presence of S15 (Philippe et al., 1993; Ehresmann et al., 2004) , but the binding site for the S15-mRNA on the ribosome has remained unknown -it was even thought to be possibly located in the A-site inside the ribosome, blocking tRNA access. In this context, it is unknown whether a common binding site is used for all mRNAs, independently of their regulatory mechanism. Furthermore, the role of the ribosome in molecular recognition, unfolding and activation of structured mRNAs during the initiation phase remains unclear. Therefore, in the current study, we have produced a series of snapshots of the reaction intermediates that describes the docking of the structured mRNA-S15 complex on the ribosome, and -once S15 release and mRNA unfolding have occurred -the adaptation of the mRNA into its channel thus providing productive start codon-initiator tRNA interactions. These structures reveal the molecular details of the ribosome entrapment and show the structural changes accompanying its relief. Moreover, a comparative structure and sequence analysis suggests the existence of a dedicated preinitiation site on the platform of the small ribosomal subunit that serves for binding structured mRNAs regulating the translation initiation.
RESULTS

Cryo-Electron Microscopy Visualization of Ribosomal Complexes in Different Transition States during Translation Initiation
In order to address the molecular role of 5 0 folded mRNA structures in translation initiation, cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structures of six ribosome complexes representing initiation intermediates have been determined (Figures 1 and 2) . For this study, we prepared the complex between the E. coli ribosome, the rpsO mRNA coding for protein S15 and the repressor protein S15 (preinitiation complex). The rpsO SD mRNA, used in this study, contains the Ribosome Binding Site (RBS) (nucleotides À12 to À5) and spans the region of the rpsO mRNA between nucleotides À110 and +65 ( Figure 3 , central part, and Figure S1 in the Supplemental Data available with this article online).
The complexes formed (Figure 1 ) include the ''stalled preinitiation'' complex rpsO SD -S15-70S, the ''D1-preinitiation'' complex D1rpsO SD (lacking domain 1)-S15-70S
(domains are annotated in Figure 3 ; see also Figure S1 ), the ''fMet-preinitiation'' complex rpsO SD -S15-70S-fMettRNA fMet , the ''fMet-initiation'' complex rpsO SD -70S-fMet-tRNA fMet and the vacant 70S. Comparison of maps for the stalled preinitiation complexes and the vacant 70S ribosome locates the rpsO translational operator between the head and platform of the 30S subunit ( Figures  1A and 1B) . The density corresponding to the mRNA-S15 complex shows a dual-domain organization, in agreement with in vitro probing and mutational analysis of the complex (Philippe et al., 1994 (Philippe et al., , 1995 Serganov et al., 2002) . Assignment of the stem-loop (domain 1) and the regulatory pseudoknot structures was performed based on the difference between the cryo-EM maps of the ''preinitiation'' complexes prepared with either the entire mRNA RBS (rpsO SD ) or the mRNA lacking domain 1 (D1rpsO SD ) ( Figures 1B-1C and S1). Mostly 70S ribosome complexes were used in order to obtain more homogeneous complexes better suited for cryo-EM analysis. However, we have also determined the structure of the 30S preinitiation complex with rpsO SD mRNA/S15 bound, albeit at lower resolution (22 Å rather than 10-14 Å for the 70S complexes, according to the 0.14 (Rosenthal and Henderson, 2003) and one-half-bit criteria (van Heel and Schatz, 2005; see Experimental Procedures) . This structure confirms the binding site of the regulatory pseudoknot structure of the mRNA on the -S15-70S-fMet-tRNA fMet complex, with (E) ''fMet-initiation'' rpsO SD -70S-fMet-tRNA fMet complex. The 30S and 50S subunits are shown in blue and orange, respectively. The S15-mRNA part is shown in red, the E-site tRNA in yellow, and the P-site initiator fMet-tRNA fMet in green. The L1-stalk, the toe, the head, the platform and ribosomal protein S2 are indicated.
ribosome ( Figure 2 ) and thus validates the usage of 70S complexes for the higher-resolution analysis. The only difference between 30S and 70S complexes is the conformation of domain 1 of the rpsO mRNA, a domain which is not essential for regulation by rpsO. Consistently, primer extension inhibition assay (toe-printing assay, see Experimental Procedures) confirms that 30S and 70S ribosomes are functionally equivalent in forming preinitiation complexes with the rpsO mRNA-S15 complex (Figure 2 ). According to the toe-print signature (Figure 2 ), the mRNA adopts the pseudoknot structure also on the 70S ribosome (as shown earlier for the 30S ribosomal subunit; Philippe et al., 1993) . Indeed, in the ternary rpsO mRNAtRNA fMet -30S and 70S complexes the reverse transcriptase pauses at position +17 of rpsO mRNA, whereas upon addition of S15 the toe-print at +17 progressively decreases and concomitantly intensity of a pause at position +10 increases ( Figure 2 ). The +10 pause coincides with the 3 0 terminus of the pseudoknot structure, which is the signature of the binary 30S-rpsO mRNA complex that lacks productive rpsO mRNA-tRNA fMet interactions (Philippe et al., 1993) . These data clearly indicate that S15 prevents the formation of the active initiation complex by trapping the 30S subunit in a preinitiation complex even in the context of the 70S ribosome. The fact that the 50S subunit has no effect on the toe-printing assay is in line with the observation that also in the 70S complexes, the rpsO mRNA solely interacts with the 30S subunit.
Deriving Molecular Models of the Initiation Complexes from the Cryo-EM Maps
In order to analyze the molecular interactions between the rpsO mRNA-S15 complex and the ribosome, the E. coli and T. thermophilus ribosome crystal structures Schuwirth et al., 2005) were fitted into the experimental map. Since the crystal structure of the pseudoknot-S15 complex is not available, a three-dimensional model of this sub-complex was used for fitting into the experimental density ( Figure 3 ). The model was derived from the crystal structures of ribosomal protein S15 bound either to its 16S rRNA binding site (Nikulin et al., 2001 or to the 30S (Wimberly et al., 2000) and allowed positioning S15 with respect to the pseudoknot. It also takes into account data of the S15 binding site on the pseudoknot structure obtained from foot-printing experiments and site-directed mutagenesis performed both on the protein and on the mRNA (Philippe et al., 1995; Serganov et al., 2002; Serganov et al., 2003; Mathy et al., 2004) . The model features specific contacts between conserved amino acids of S15 with the bulged A-45 and the minor groove of the G-U/G-C motif in the pseudoknot shown to be essential for the S15-mediated repression in vivo and Figure S1 ). These contacts provide further constraints for the orientation of S15 with respect to the pseudoknot. An unambiguous localization of the protein part of the pseudoknot-S15 model in the cryo-EM maps was obtained based on density-contouring levels, revealing that S15 is oriented toward the solvent side whereas The model of the rpsO-S15 complex fitted to the extracted cryo-EM density (light pink surface) is shown in the ribbon representation. Top, view from the solvent side; bottom, view from the top; domain 1 in blue, pseudoknot in red, protein S15 in green, and SD sequence in magenta. The position of the AUG start codon is indicated in cyan; the possible path of the connecting RNA-loops is in gray. The ribosomal proteins surrounding the rpsO-S15 complex are indicated and the anti-SD (aSD) sequence is in orange. The secondary structure of the rpsO mRNA is shown in the middle, residues crucial for interaction with S15 are shown in red (see also Figure S1 ). The two inserts describe the stalled preinitiation complex with the fitted mRNA/S15 model in the same orientation as the corresponding panels.
the pseudoknot contacts the ribosome (Figures 3 and S3 ). The present structures show that S15 recognizes and stabilizes the pseudoknot fold on the ribosome and that the ribosome and S15 protect distinct regions of rpsO mRNA consistent with previous foot-printing data (Philippe et al., 1993; Serganov et al., 2002 Serganov et al., , 2003 . Furthermore, based on the accessibility of nucleotides toward chemical probes (Philippe et al., 1993) , domain 1 was modeled as a stem-loop derived from a tRNA anti-codon stem (see Supplementary Information) and was fitted into the cryo-EM density taking into account the constraints imposed by the connectivity to the pseudoknot domain.
The Preinitiation mRNA Binding Site on the Ribosome The binding site of the rpsO-S15 complex, which we call here the platform-binding center, is located next to the mRNA exit site, between the head and the platform of the 30S subunit ( Figure 1A ). It extends from protein S11, located close to the tRNA exit (E)-site, to protein S2 positioned on the solvent side of the 30S subunit ( Figure 3 ). This site also comprises the tips of helices h26 and h40, and the anti Shine and Dalgarno (anti-SD) area at the 3 0 -end of the 16S rRNA. Ribosomal proteins S7 and S18 contribute to the edge of the mRNA ''nest.'' Domain 1 interacts with ribosomal proteins S11 and S21 (in both 30S and 70S complexes). The rpsO pseudoknot is close to the tip of helix h40 and interacts with the N-terminal domain of protein S2 (Figure 3 ), which moves away from helix h26 (compared to the 70S E. coli crystal structure (Schuwirth et al., 2005) ). Repressor protein S15 interacts with ribosomal protein S2 on one side, and with the tip of helix h26 on the other side. In addition, helix h26 contacts the junction between domain 1 and the pseudoknot. The density for the SD helix positioned next to this junction (Figure 3 ) strongly suggests the existence of base pairing between the SD sequence of rpsO mRNA and the 3 0 -end of 16S rRNA, in agreement with previous foot-printing experiments (Philippe et al., 1993) . Interestingly, the SD sequence is accessible for docking to the ribosome since it is located in the large connecting loop L2 of the pseudoknot structure (Figure 3) . Consistently, the stability of the entrapped complex increases with the length of the complementary region between the SD and the anti-SD sequences (Table S1 ). The SD/anti-SD helix is slightly shifted outwards from its classical position and Figure 3) . Since in the ''fMet-initiation'' complex, i.e. in the absence of S15, this shift is not observable, we believe that in the preinitiation complex the position of the SD/ anti-SD helix is determined by the absence of interactions with the P-site tRNA that normally help to phase the mRNA (Yusupova et al., 2006) , and by the tense constraints that impose the SD and anti-SD interactions.
Comparative Structure and Sequence Analysis of the Platform-Binding Center
The binding site discovery of the mRNA/repressor complex on the ribosome prompted us to examine other ribosomal mRNA complexes. Strikingly, the binding site for rpsO partially overlaps with that of the prokaryotic thrS 5 0 -UTR (Jenner et al., 2005) and with that of several IRES elements located in the 5 0 leader region of mRNAs from hepatitis C virus (HCV) and cricket paralysis virus (CrPV) that bind to eukaryotic ribosomes (Spahn et al., 2001a (Spahn et al., , 2004 Boehringer et al., 2005) . This suggests the existence of a common binding site for initiator mRNAs. We therefore decided to further characterize the platform-binding center by performing a systematic structure and sequence analysis of all currently known ribosomal complexes that carry folded mRNAs. Both in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, these leader mRNAs carry a folded domain used for translation initiation regulation. In the HCV and CrPV IRESes, as well as in the rpsO and thrS mRNAs, structural elements of the 5 0 mRNA regions are located on the small ribosomal subunit platform in vicinity to ribosomal proteins S7 and S11 (respectively S5 and S14 in eukaryotic ribosomes), and to helix h26, which is only a few residues longer in yeast and human rRNAs than in E. coli rRNA. In rpsO -ribosome and other ribosomemRNA complexes (SD-polyU and SD-polyA) (Yusupova et al., 2006) , the mRNAs also contact protein S2, which may contribute to the stabilization of the mRNA structure. When analyzing other ribosome cryo-EM maps (http:// www.ebi.ac.uk/msd/index.html), we detected another 5 0 mRNA extension located close to protein S2 as seen in the structure of a translation initiation complex in E. coli (entry EMD-1248, Allen et al., 2005) . Interestingly, the sequence encompassing 25 nucleotides upstream of the SD sequence is predicted to fold into a hairpin structure, which would nicely fit into the cryo-EM density (Allen et al., 2005) extending from the SD/anti-SD helix to the C-terminal domain of protein S2.
Among the ribosomal proteins contributing to the platform-binding center, S2, S7 and S11 proteins are found across all species, whereas proteins S18 and S21 have no homologs in eukaryotes (Lecompte et al., 2002) even though they appear to be replaced by other proteins (see below). Comparative sequence analysis of S2, S7 and S11 proteins (see Experimental Procedures) reveals patches of highly conserved residues located on the protein surface in direct vicinity of the folded mRNAs (Figures  4 and S2) . These conserved residues are not critical for the protein structure and do not interact with other ribosomal components. These regions, present in all organisms and notably very rich in positively charged residues, comprise residues in the N-terminal part of S2, in the C-terminal part of S7 and in S11; the conserved patches of S7 and S11 are adjacent to each other in space. In the case of the rspO-S15 complex, a conformational change, positioning the N-terminus of S2 away from helix h26 (compared to the E. coli 70S ribosome crystal structure), provides additional conserved amino acids for mRNA binding. Notably, according to the yeast and human ribosome cryo-EM maps (Spahn et al., 2001a (Spahn et al., , 2001b (Spahn et al., , 2004 Boehringer et al., 2005) , nonassigned protein densities are observed at positions analogous to those corresponding to the prokaryotic S18 and S21, thus possibly providing structural similarity of the prokaryotic and eukaryotic sites. In turn, the replacement of S18 and S21 by other proteins would appear to be the basis for IRES-specificity toward eukaryotes, rather than the sole absence of S18 and S21 (Spahn et al., 2001b) . Taken together, the sequence and structural conservation of the RNA and protein components of the platform-binding center together with the similar localization of the folded 5 0 -UTR of mRNAs bound to the ribosome suggests that this mRNA binding site is functionally conserved and thus used across species for translation regulation by folded mRNAs.
The Entrapment Mechanism
The precise positioning of the operator-repressor complex on the ribosome elucidates the molecular mechanism by which the mRNA-S15 complex represses translation ( Figure 5 ). Within active initiation complexes, i.e. in the absence of S15, the mRNA adopts a single-stranded conformation in the mRNA channel thus providing the initiation codon to the P-site tRNA inside the ribosome and Figure 5B ). In contrast, in the stalled preinitiation complex, the initiator AUG codon located next to the SD sequence in the large connecting loop 2 (Figure 3 ) is in close vicinity to the pseudoknot structure on the ribosomal platform. As a consequence, the 3 0 end of the mRNA rests on the surface of the ribosome rather than inside the mRNA channel and prevents the initiator tRNA from reaching the start codon by keeping it almost 90 Å away from the P-site. Therefore, S15 exerts its inhibitory function by preventing the pseudoknot to unfold and enter the mRNA channel, thus blocking the transition of the preinitiation complex to the productive initiation complex.
mRNA Adaptation into the Channel: Transition from Preinitiation to Initiation
The synthesis of ribosomal components responds to the growth-rate and requires the co-ordination of the The platform-binding center for structured mRNAs is shown on the small ribosomal subunit (Schuwirth et al., 2005) (viewing angle as in Figure 3 top panel) . Ribosomal proteins and RNA helices are labeled and color-coded as in Figure 3 . Conserved surface residues of S2, S7, and S11, adjacent to the position of the folded mRNAs, are highlighted by cyan van der Waals spheres. In the case of the rspO-S15 complex, a conformational change positions S2 away from helix h26 (compared to the crystal structure) providing additional conserved residues (highlighted in red) for mRNA binding.
synthesis of the individual ribosomal rRNAs and proteins. The 'stand-by' S15-mRNA complex can be alleviated by an increased level of 16S rRNA . This occurs since S15 can recognize either rpsO mRNA or 16S rRNA. In order to address the mRNA adaptation mechanism, we have determined the cryo-EM structures of rpsO-70S complexes in the absence of the regulatory S15 protein, but in the presence of the initiator fMettRNA fMet (Figures 1E and 5B) . Under these conditions, the mRNA pseudoknot is not anymore stabilized by the repressor protein S15. Rather, the mRNA unfolds and enters its channel around the small ribosomal subunit neck ). Consistently, this conformational re-arrangement can be assessed by the disappearance of the entire density for the rpsO pseudoknot on the platform, as well as the maintenance of the SD/anti-SD helix and S2 densities. In addition, a concomitant closure of the mRNA channel ''entry'' is formed by the ribosomal proteins S3, S4 and S5, characteristic for the presence of an mRNA in the channel (Movie S1). These data indicate that the mRNA adopts a single-stranded conformation in the mRNA channel extending from the SD/anti-SD helix on the platform to the mRNA ''entry.'' The new mRNA conformation is in good agreement with the toe-printing data (Figure 2) , which show the typical signature (toe-print at position +17) for the formation of the active 70S initiation complex. The presence of the initiator tRNA is necessary (Philippe et al., 1993 ) but per se not sufficient for induction of mRNA unfolding. This is illustrated by the fact that in the presence of the repressor protein S15, the density corresponding to the S15-rpsO complex is still present in the platform of the ribosome even after the addition of fMettRNA fMet to the entrapped complex ( Figure 1D and Movie S1). Thus, S15 prevents the transition of the preinitiation complex toward the initiation complex and exerts its inhibitory action independently of fMet-tRNA fMet binding. The docking and adaptation process of rpsO appears similar to the association of structured mRNAs to 30S subunit that has been shown by kinetic studies to present two distinct phases: (1) the first binding and (2) the mRNA unfolding (Studer and Joseph, 2006) . In the absence of the repressor S15, the delay time between these phases will be decreased, but the overall docking and adaptation mechanism is likely to remain similar. Importantly, in our system, the SD/anti-SD interactions are seen in both repressed and activated initiation complexes, suggesting that SD interactions are maintained as a common anchor point during the docking and adaptation process (Figure 5) . After S15 release and initiator tRNA binding, the formation of the initiation complex becomes irreversible.
DISCUSSION
The present cryo-EM structures of different functional complexes within the translation initiation pathway address the key role of folded 5 0 mRNA structures in regulating protein synthesis by stalling the ribosomal machinery at the preinitiation step. The study represents the first example of a ribosome-bound mRNA whose folded structure is stabilized by a repressor protein thus preventing the message to enter the ribosome channel. Previous biochemical studies provided only indirect information on the ribosome entrapment mechanism, whereas the present study directly illustrates the simultaneous binding of the repressor protein and the ribosome on the mRNA, thus validating the concept of entrapment. Using a long, (orange) and the 30S (light blue) subunits are represented as a projection shape seen from the top of the ribosome. In the active 70S initiation complex (B), the initiation codon is located in the P-site and interacts with the fMet-tRNA fMet ). In the inactive 70S complex (A), repressor protein S15 stabilizes the rpsO mRNA in a folded conformation and prevents the start codon from entering the mRNA channel. The SD sequence of the mRNA (in magenta) interacts with the anti-SD sequence at the 3 0 end of the 16S rRNA (in orange) forming a short helix, which is shifted outwards in the 70S-rpsO-S15 complex. SD/anti-SD interactions are present in the docked and unfolded states.
natural mRNA, our results give key insights into the translation regulation by a 5 0 -folded mRNA, revealing the mechanism of transient ribosome entrapment during the initiation phase. In particular, the individual 3D structures visualize key intermediates of the mRNA docking and adaptation process. The recognition of structured mRNAs can be divided into three phases: the docking of the folded mRNA on the ribosome, the unfolding of mRNA structures and the final mRNA adaptation into the mRNA channel. The delay time between docking and unfolding reflects the stability of the mRNA riboswitch structures thus allowing translation modulation. Ligands that strongly stabilize the folded state of the mRNA (such as protein S15) block the ribosome at the preinitiation stage by preventing the initiator codon from reaching the decoding site inside the ribosome ( Figure 5A ). This hampers codon-anticodon interactions with the initiator tRNA in the P-site. Upon repressor release and initiator tRNA binding, the mRNA unfolds and adopts the classical path in the mRNA channel thus leading to the formation of an active translation initiation complex ( Figure 5B ). Although it cannot be principally ruled out that the mRNA binds, dissociates, unfolds and rebinds, there are some indirect evidences in favor of unfolding occurring on or in close vicinity to the 30S platform. The SD helix, which is maintained in blocked and active states, may favor the transition to the active complex rather than a dissociation / re-association mechanism which is unlikely also for entropic reasons. Furthermore, it was previously shown that the pseudoknot structure is the structure recognized by the ribosome (even in absence of S15; Figure 2 and Philippe et al., 1993) . In solution, co-existing structures have been detected that correspond to either the pseudoknot structure or two hairpin motifs. This latter structure cannot bind as such to the 30S subunit because the SD-sequence is sequestered, and conversely, the 30S subunit alone stabilizes the pseudoknot structure unless initiator tRNA is present (Philippe et al., 1994) .
Obtaining the structure of the rpsO/S15 ribosome complex was the key for a comprehensive comparison of all known ribosome complexes with folded mRNAs. These isolated experimental data (currently 7 structures) -combined with a large-scale sequence analysis of the site -have been integrated into a new concept proposing a common binding site dedicated for transiently binding regulatory mRNAs during the translation initiation process. As is evident from ribosome-mRNA complexes in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems, the platform-binding center is not specific for particular mRNA secondary structures. Indeed, it can accommodate different types of RNA structures (hairpin loop or pseudoknots) as seen for rpsO, and thrS (Jenner et al., 2005) , poly-A and poly-U mRNA or other 5 0 UTR sequences (Allen et al., 2005; Yusupova et al., 2006) , and the IRES (HCV and CrPV; Spahn et al., 2001a Spahn et al., , 2004 Boehringer et al., 2005) mRNA's on the ribosome. Since the majority of 5 0 extensions are structured to some degree, this binding mode might be a common feature of translation regulation. The fact that even poly-A and poly-U sequences form a folded structure on the ribosome strongly suggests that the platform-binding site is not sequencespecific but rather a general binding site for anchoring mRNA regions at the initiation step. Consistently, the platform site is not limited to SD interactions (IRESes also bind although they do not contain any SD sequence) and many of the conserved amino acids are positively charged and may contribute to mRNA binding before the bacteria-specific SD interactions are established (Studer and Joseph, 2006; Darfeuille et al., 2007) . Future experiments using for instance genetics analysis may address the contribution of individual (conserved) residues of the ribosomal components of the platform-binding center in docking folded mRNAs or in promoting their unfolding. Melting of mRNA structures may be promoted by the ribosome itself or by some accessory protein factors. Ribosomal protein S1 is a particularly interesting candidate since it was shown to possess nucleic acid helix-unwinding properties (Kolb et al., 1977) and to promote initial binding of many structured mRNAs in E. coli (e.g., Boni et al., 1991; Ringquist et al., 1995; Tedin et al., 1997; Sorensen et al., 1998) although it is weakly bound to the ribosome. Importantly, our data provide insights into an important concept in translation initiation: the mRNA exit site (named like this because of its role during the elongation phase; Yusupova et al., 2001) in fact serves as a docking and entry site during the initiation regulation process. Other folded mRNA structures, for instance present within the translated 3 0 mRNA regions, may transiently bind to a distinct, albeit specific site on the ribosome during elongation, termination or frame-shift events. This site is probably located close to the 3 0 end of the mRNA channel (opposite to the platform-binding center), and is surrounded by proteins S3, S4 and S5. The involvement of proteins S3 and S4 in unfolding 3 0 structured mRNAs during the elongation phase has been shown recently (Takyar et al., 2005) .
The regulatory mechanism of S15 is probably shared by most of the gram-negative bacteria since the pseudoknot structure and its position relative to the SD and AUG sequences in the rpsO genes are conserved in these organisms ( Figure S1 ). Other mRNAs with 5 0 -UTR pseudoknots may function in a similar way. For example, the entrapment mechanism was also shown for ribosomal protein S4, which represses translation of the a operon encoding proteins S13, S11, S4, and L17 (reviewed in Schlax and Worhunsky, 2003) . S4 acts as an allosteric riboswitch ligand by favoring an inactive conformation of the mRNA that contains a pseudoknot structure with the SD and the AUG codon located in the connecting loop (Deckman and Draper, 1987; Tang and Draper, 1989) . The similarity of translation regulation by proteins S4 and S15 suggests that the S4-mRNA complex binds to the same ribosomal environment and hinders the conformational change of the mRNA required for formation of the productive initiation complex. Many more mRNAs might be regulated in a similar way if they have 5 0 secondary structures close enough to the RBS. In contrast to the displacement/ competition mechanism, the entrapment mechanism has the advantage that no high-affinity repressor-mRNA complex is required, but rather a transient, unproductive initiation complex is used for efficient repression of translation (Schlax and Worhunsky, 2003; Mathy et al., 2004) . In this context, it is remarkable that the S15 binding site is exposed on the accessible surface of the folded rpsO mRNA bound to the ribosome, thus allowing regulatory on and off binding of S15 to its own message on the ribosome. This may be the way riboswitch ligands access/ leave the ribosome-bound mRNA they regulate.
The finding of a specific site on the ribosome dedicated for docking regulatory mRNA has profound implications for the regulation of gene expression. Nature has found an elegant way to temporarily stall ribosomes at the mRNA binding step, right before protein synthesis starts, until cellular conditions request the activation of an already transcribed gene (e.g., stress bodies in eukaryotes), independently from transcription (and splicing) events. These transcripts are ready to be rescued and translated when needed for the cell (Anderson and Kedersha, 2006) . Taken together, controlling translation via ribosome stalling might be more widespread than expected.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Design of mRNAs
In order to get homogeneous particles for cryo-EM analysis, we optimized the formation of the ribosomal entrapped complex. For this purpose, we have prepared wild-type rpsO transcript (À110 to +65, +1 being the A of the rpsO translational initiation codon, WT), and mRNA derivatives where three mutations were introduced in the SD sequence to increase the length of the region complementary to the 3 0 end of 16S rRNA (À110 to +65, rpsO SD ) and to delete the stemloop structure of domain 1 (À60 to +65, D1rpsO SD ) ( Supplementary   Fig. S1 ). The D1rpsO SD transcript was designed in order to precisely locate the pseudoknot structure and the stem-loop structure of domain 1 in the cryo-EM maps. The rpsO RNA fragments were synthesized by in vitro transcription with T7 RNA polymerase from HindIII-linearized plasmids pBSM13 (rpsO SD ) and pTZ18R (D1rpsO SD ) containing rpsO gene (Serganov et al., 2002) .
Preparation of Ribosome Complexes
Purification of S15 from E. coli and preparation of fMet-tRNA fMet was performed as described previously Rodnina et al., 1994, respectively) . Before use, S15 was reactivated for 30 min at 37 C in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 270 mM KCl, 3 mM DTT, 20 mM MgCl 2 and BSA 0.002%. The two rpsO mRNA fragments (À110 to +65 (rpsO SD ), and À60 to +65 (D1rpsO SD )) were purified by gel electrophoresis under denaturing conditions followed by a Mono Q anion exchange column. Before use, mRNAs were renatured as follows: incubation at 90 C for 1 min in RNase-free water, at 4 C for 1 min, and at 25 C for 30 min in the TKM buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 60 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 10 mM MgCl 2 ). The 70S ribosomes were isolated from Escherichia coli MRE600 strain as previously described . Prior the formation of the entrapped complex, ribosomes were first incubated at 37 C for 15 min in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl 2 and 1 mM DTT. MgCl 2 concentration was then decreased to 2 mM by dilution and the samples were incubated for additional 15 min at 37 C to promote the ''breathing'' of the 70S ribosomes in order to make them more receptive for ligands. The ribosomal complexes were formed at 37 C for 15 min in TKM buffer containing 7.5 mM MgCl 2 in the presence of the E. coli 70S ribosomes (0.4 mM), rpsO mRNA (0.6 mM), and when required S15 (3 mM). When present, the fMet-tRNA fMet (3 mM) has been added to the assembled mRNA-ribosome complexes with a further incubation time of 5 min at 37 C. MgCl 2 concentration was then increased to 15.6 mM and the sample was incubated 30 min at 37 C. Formation of the complexes was followed by sucrose gradient (see Supplementary Information) and by toe-printing experiments.
Toe-Printing Experiments
Toe-printing approach devised by Gold and coworkers (Hartz et al., 1988) allows to monitor the binding of the 30S subunit on the mRNA in the presence of the initiator tRNA. This approach is based on the inhibition of reverse transcription from a labeled primer annealed to the mRNA, by the formation of the ribosomal initiation complex. The toeprint represents the reverse transcriptase pause, which corresponds to the 3 0 edge of the 30S-binding site on the mRNA usually occurring at position +16 (+1 being the adenine of the AUG codon). Experimental conditions were derived from (Philippe et al., 1993) . In a standard experiment, rpsO mRNA (WT or rpsO SD , 24 nM), the labeled primer (complementary to nucleotides +38 to +50), E. coli 30S subunits or 70S ribosomes (200 nM), all four dNTPs (each at 50 mM), and S15 (from 200 nM to 2 mM) were added to 10 ml of TKM buffer incubated for 10 min at 20 C and 5 min at 37 C. tRNA fMet was added at a final concentration of 2 mM, and the assays were incubated for 5 min at 37 C. In order to promote efficient rpsO mRNA binding to 70S ribosomes, the ribosomes were preincubated in TKM buffer containing low MgCl 2 concentration (2 mM) to facilitate ligand binding. MgCl 2 concentration was then increased (10 mM) after the addition of S15 to favor the stabilization of the 70S ribosome. Primer extension was conducted with 1 unit of Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus (MMLV) reverse transcriptase for 15 min at 20 C. The reactions were stopped by phenol/chloroform RNA extraction prior to ethanol precipitation of the mRNA. The samples were loaded on 8% polyacrylamide-8 M urea slab gel in 10 ml of loading buffer after heating to 90 C for 2 min.
Cryo-EM Structure Determination 3.5 ml of the ribosomal complexes were applied to cryo-EM holey carbon grids as described in (Klaholz et al., 2003 (Klaholz et al., , 2004 . As a control, we used the vacant 70S ribosomes. Low-dose images were taken on Kodak SO-163 films with the in-house FEI Tecnai20 field emission gun transmission electron microscope using a magnification of 50,000 and a defocus range of 0.8-3.5 mm. The best micrographs were digitized on a drum scanner (Heidelberger Druckmaschinen) with a step size of 5 mm. The digitized images were further selected according to their calculated power spectra and were coarsened by a factor of 3, resulting in a pixel size corresponding to 3.0 Å at the specimen level. Single-molecule images (10,212 for the empty 70S ribosome; 34,477 for the ''D1-preinitiation complex'' S15-D1rpsO SD mRNA-ribosome reference complex; 102,928 for the ''stalled preinitiation complex'' S15-rpsO SD mRNA-ribosome entrapped complex; 20,324 for the ''fMet-preinitiation complex'' S15-rpsO SD mRNA-fMet-tRNA fMet -ribosome entrapped complex; 18,450 for ''fMet-initiation complex'' the rpsO SD mRNA-fMet-tRNA fMet -ribosome relieved complex and 5,630 for the S15-rpsO SD mRNA-30S entrapped complex) were selected semi-automatically using the BOXER subroutine of EMAN (Ludtke et al., 1999) . Correction of the phase-contrast-transfer function was performed by phase flipping on the raw data using the IMAGIC-5 software system, which was used for all further image processing and structure refinement as described previously (van Heel et al., 2000) ; some 3D reconstructions were done with the software implemented by Orlov (Orlov et al., 2006) . The resolution of the final threedimensional structures was estimated with the Fourier shell correlation according to the 0.14 (Rosenthal and Henderson, 2003) and one-halfbit (van Heel and Schatz, 2005) criteria rather than to the 3s and 0.5 criteria since 0.14 and one-half-bit criteria appear to be more consistent with the correlation obtained from crystal structure fits (Myasnikov et al., 2005) . The respective estimated resolutions were as follows:
10 Å for the S15-rpsO SD mRNA-ribosome complex; 13.5 Å for the S15-
D1rpsO
SD mRNA-ribosome complex; 14.0 Å for the S15-rpsO complex. Details on the cryo-EM structure interpretation can be found in the Supplementary Information.
Comparative Structure and Sequence Analysis of the Platform-Binding Center Individual sequence alignments of ribosomal proteins S2, S7, S11 (S18 and S21 are not present in eukaryotes (Lecompte et al., 2002) ) was done with PipeAlign (http://bips.u-strasbg.fr/PipeAlign / Plewniak et al., 2003) including 200 sequences for each protein. Figure S2 shows excerpts of these alignments. Using the E. coli 70S crystal structure (Schuwirth et al., 2005) , the side-chain interactions of residues highly conserved across kingdoms were individually checked and grouped into three categories according to residues involved in either (i) contacts with ribosomal RNA, (ii) stabilization of the protein architecture itself, or (iii) neither, but located on the ribosome surface and thus exposed on the solvent side for potential interactions with nonribosomal components. The latter are labeled in Figure 4 . None of them form the E-site or the insides of the mRNA channel. Structures of other known ribosomal mRNA complexes were downloaded from the PDB http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/ and the EBI Macromolecular Structure Database http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd/index.html (see also Supplementary Information) and 16S and 18S RNA sequences were taken from http://www.rna.ccbb.utexas.edu/ (Cannone et al., 2002) .
Figures were prepared using Pymol and Nuccyl (Jovine, L., nuccyl (2003) www.biosci.ki.se/groups/ljo/software/nuccyl.html), the movie was produced using the UCSF Chimera package (Pettersen et al., 2004) .
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include supplemental text, Supplemental References, three figures, one table, and one movie and can be found with this article online at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/130/6/ 1019/DC1/.
